《The Mysterious CEO》
107 Juan's Villa...
Mo Jinnan went to the Law Department and as soon as he entered inside the
department, his sight went on Song Tianxin, who were discussing something with her
fellow colleague.
Mo Jinnan just stood there and staring at Song Tianxin, he didn't notice that other
employees were looking at him with a weird expression.
However, Song Tianxin noticed her colleagues' weird expression and she followed the
sight of her colleagues and saw that Mo Jinnan was staring at her and she didn't realize
it.
She immediately turned around and went inside her cabin, ignoring Mo Jinnan and Mo
Jinnan saw her ignorance and immediately followed after her.
All the employees of Si Corporation were very confused, especially the employees of
the Business Administration and Management Department and Law Department.
Soon the company's Weibo official page had a discussion about Lu Lan and Song
Tianxin, of course, they didn't dare to discuss anything about their big boss and his
friend.
...

Song Tianxin had already expected that Mo Jinnan would arrive in her cabin, so she
leisurely sat on the sofa and was sipping the tea.
After few moments, the door of her cabin opened without a knock, as only Mo Jinnan
would dare to do this.
Mo Jinnan saw that his presence didn't affect Song Tianxin, sadness and guilt appeared
in his heart. Nevertheless, without making any fuss, Mo Jinnan quietly walked towards
her and sat beside her.
"Are you still angry for that day?" Mo Jinnan asked in a low voice.
Song Tianxin didn't give any response to him and she just continued sipping her tea, as

if he didn't exist.
"3 months…Just give me 3 months…after big brother comes..." Mo Jinnan wanted to
explain.
However, she interrupted him in between and asked in a high voice "Big brother?…
you mean Brother Jiang?"
Mo Jinnan nodded "Hmmm… He is coming back soon" Mo Jinnan looked at her eyes
and continued "I promise this is for last time. Please wait for me".
As soon as, Mo Jinnan finished his sentence, he stood up to leave. He couldn't wait to
get her answer. He was afraid that might be she said 'No'.
However, when Mo Jinnan reached near to the door, her voice reached to his ears "I
will".
Mo Jinnan turned to look at her and then she continued "I can wait for you for the
lifetime, YOU STUPID. Now go and do your work".
A smile appeared on both of them's face.
Afterwards, Mo Jinnan left.
Soon, Si Li, Mo Jinnan and their teams reached the airport. USA underworld was a
scary place and if you were careless then it meant you would die, that was why, Si Li
told Mo Jinnan to take his team as well.
However, whether Mo Jinnan's team would helpful for Si Li or not. Time would tell...
Soon, Si Li's private plane took off.
--Soon after Si Li went, Si Yan called Lu Lan to plan Little Champ's birthday party. Lu
Lan was startled because initially Si Yan was against Little Champ's birthday party
and now he was initiating for Little Champ's birthday party. Lu Lan felt strange, but
she didn't think much about it.
However, Lu Lan didn't know the motto behind Si Yan's help.
It was his first work, which Si Li had given him, so Si Yan immediately told Lu Lan to
meet him at Juan's villa.

Juan's Villa is the villa of Mo Jiang and Liu Juan. Mo Jiang purchased this villa after
their marriage and named this villa as Juan's Villa, as it was his wedding gift to Liu
Juan.
This villa had the artificial lakes and beautiful garden, as Liu Juan liked to take care of
the garden and natural things, so Mo Jiang had made sure that this villa had all things,
which were related to the natural environment.
Currently, no one lived in this villa, but still, Mo Jinnan appointed a caretaker for this
villa.
Soon, Lu Lan finished her work and reached Juan's Villa. As soon as, she entered in
the villa, she was mesmerized, she couldn't believe that in this model world, someone
could be closer to the natural environment.
Lu Lan entered in the villa, where Si Yan was already waiting for her.
When Lu Lan entered into the living room, she saw a big photo frame of Mo Jiang and
Liu Juan. It was their wedding photo. Mo Jiang was looking charming and handsome
in his black suit. He didn't have a cold expression like Si Li. Whereas, Liu Juan was
looking like a delicate woman in her champagne colour wedding dress. Both are
looking like made for each other.

